
 

From the entry page for LI #5:  http://www.cs.uni.edu/~jacobson/025/f10/f/ghost2015.html 

link to the from STEM to STEAM handout link and ideas referred to here. 

4. Go to the LI List Item #5 for the above ghost2015.html page and reread the From STEM to STEAM 

handout.about: “Mind-Sets that Hinder and Mind-Sets that Improve Achievement. It is strongly related to 

the Dr Peter Venkman quote and the Dances With Wolves scene about how Stands With a Fist got her 

name.”  Take some additional notes and review it carefully.  We worked on this in class in groups. 

Go to the amazon.com page for the book Mindset by Carol Dweck and use Look inside by clicking the book 

icon.  Find something that adds to your understanding and/or helps develop your understanding of From 

Stem to Steam reading.  Quote it and then explain what insights you got from it that might help in 

understanding the Ghostbusters, Pretty Woman and Dances With Wolves problem solving material better.  

http://www.amazon.com/Mindset-Psychology-Success-Carol-Dweck/dp/0345472322 

One side of one full sheet of paper should have your neatly written response to this task.  You can have a 

mixture of quotes from the STEM TO STEAM PDF/handout, from the free pages of the Carol Dweck book, 

as well as questions you have, connections you see, confusions you have, etc.  Connect it up to your 

student life, sports life, arts and music and hobbies life, future career plans or whatever.  Connect it up to 

problem solving and the basic themes of Ghostbusters and waggle dancing bees and so on, if you wish.  Try 

to develop at least one insight or question or great quote to contribute to your group discussion and 

perhaps be part of the presentation. 

 

 

5. Go to the LI List Item #1 for the http://www.cs.uni.edu/~jacobson/025/f10/f/GB2015.html web page.  It 

has a link to Fearless Creating, another book by Eric Maisel:   http://www.amazon.com/Fearless-Creating-

Step---Step-Completing/dp/0874778050/  You can use the Look inside feature to preview table of contents 

and free pages from this book. 

Read the following excerpt from that book:  http://www.cs.uni.edu/~jacobson/025/f10/f/Hushing.jpg 

Relate the material about HUSHING to the initial “shhhh” and then followup scary "QUIET!!!" roar by the 

librarian ghost in Ghostbusters scene #3, where the three Ghostbusters do NOT solve the NYC Public 

Library’s ghost and slimmer problem.  Relate this to the 3 step problem solving readings you have done 

with class discussion and with waggle.txt and ghost.txt links.  Recall that librarians are known for trying to 

keep patrons quiet so it is a good study and thinking and reading atmosphere. 

After HUSHING is HOLDING in the Fearless Creating book.  An excerpt from that HOLDING subject is the 5 

paragraphs screen snapshot on the next page of this PDF. 

Write down half a page of notes and ideas and response to the Fearless Creating book and the Hushing 

and the Holding quotes from it.  Relate it our class, to problem solving and Ghostbusters.  Your response 

notes can include questions, insights, to applications to your life, to applications to quantitative thinking 

and problem solving, to learning NetLOGO or After Effects, to sports, management, relationships, and 

hobbies, whatever.  You hand-written half page or more of notes on this topic will contribute to your 

group presentation and discussion. 
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Shhhhhhh, says the NYC public library librarian ghost.  

QUIET yells the librarian in a loud roar that has the 3 Ghostbusters fleeing the scene without solving the problem, much 

less having any understanding of the problem or teamwork about it. 

How does this relate to Dr. Peter Venkman and Ghostbusters and problem solving and Coaching the Artist Within? 

How does it relate to writing?  To Peter Elbow material and IF and TCM? 

Brainstorming and the 3 D’s of the waggle dancing bees. 

 



 


